
 

Mixer
Avance Collection

 
750 W

Infinite speed + turbo

Stainless steel beaters

3.4 L rotating bowl

 

HR1594/00 Easy from sponge cake to hard dough
True versatilities with accessories

Philips' unique Fleximix reaches all corners and powerful 750W motor ensures

supersmooth lump free result. Infinitive speed setting gives maximum control over

mixing, while dough hooks and the self-driven metal bowl offer real versatility.

Supersmooth, lump free result

FlexiMix function enables the beaters to reach all corners

Perfect dough and desserts in minutes

Powerful 750 W motor

Maximum control over mixing

Maximum power to your mixing

Handle versatility to perfection

True versatilities with accessories

Beaters and dough hooks included

Dishwasher safe accessories

Simplicity in experience

For effortless use



Mixer HR1594/00

Highlights

Assorted accessories

Assortment of accessories including 3.4L

stainless steel mixing bowl to confidently

handle a large variety of ingredients for all

your favourite recipes

Beaters and dough hooks

A pair of stainless steel beaters and dough

hooks for all your recipes to whip/mix and

knead to perfection.

FlexiMix function

The unique Fleximix function of the Philips

mixer gives freedom to user to move the

beaters up and down into all corners of the

bowl easily.

Powerful motor

A powerful and silent motor to beat/whip and

knead to perfection.

Infinite speed

Varies speed to give you maximum control over

your mixing.

Self-driven bowl

Self-driven bowl to effortlessly whip/mix and

knead your dough to perfection

Turbo

Turbo speed to whip/mix and knead to

perfection

Dishwasher safe

All accessories are dishwasher safe to easily

help you keep your versatile product clean

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?

They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.

 



Mixer HR1594/00

Specifications

Accessories included

Stainless steel dough hooks

Stainless steel strip beaters

3.4L stainless steel bowl

Spatula

Design specifications

Color(s): White/black

General specifications

Turbo function

FlexiMix system

Technical specifications

Power: 750 W

Speeds: Varies

Service

2-year guarantee
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